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Depth limit of 
earthquakes

• Earthquakes take place on 
brittle faults

• Outside of subduction 
zones, earthquake are 
limited to depths less than 
10 to 15 km

• What controls the depth 
at which earthquakes no 
longer happen?

Seismicity along the southern section of the San Andreas Fault System, 1980-1986
Hill et al., USGS Professional Paper 1515,  Figure 5.10



Theoretical limits to 
the seismogenic zone

• Brittle-Ductile Transition (BDT)
• Strength controlled by ductile creep, 

not frictional sliding
• BDT controlled by temperature, strain 

rate, and rock type
• Friction Stability Transition (FST)

• Fault slip changes from unstable 
(seismogenic) to stable

• FST controlled by temperature
• Strain rate and rock type dependences 

poorly known

Hauksson and Meier  (2019) https://doi.org/10.1007/s00024-018-1981-z 
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Is the depth of seismicity controlled by 
temperature?
• Laboratory experiments suggest a temperature at the BDT 

and the FST around 400°C

• Correlation between heat flow and depth of earthquakes 
suggests there is a critical temperature

• This work
• Re-evaluate the temperature at the base of the 

seismogenic zone using community models developed 
by SCEC 

• Search for dependences on rock type or strain rate

• Alternative interest
• Identify locations where the community models need to 

be improved
Bonner et al. (2003) 
https://doi.org/10.1785/0120030041



Approach

𝑇!"
Obtain the temperature at the base of the 
seismogenic zone from the SCEC Community 
Thermal Model (CTM)

𝐷!" Calculate the depth of seismicity using the SCSN 
earthquake catalog

Targets Consider a grid of points in Southern California

https://www.scec.org/research/ctm
Southern California heat flow map, showing CTM heat flow regions (outlined in 
black), mean surface heat flow in each heat flow region (HFR), and point 
measurements from wells (Williams and DeAngelo, 2011).



Earthquake catalog
• SCSN Catalog obtained from the Southern California 

Earthquake Data Center using the interface at 
https://service.scedc.caltech.edu/eq-
catalogs/date_mag_loc.php
• Select every earthquake in the catalog from 

01/01/2000 to 12/31/2019
• Define locations every 0.1°

• Select all the events within 10 km of the location
• Define 4-year time spans starting every 2 year 

from 2000 to 2016
• Calculate the 95th percentile earthquake 

depth during that time span
• Average over all the time intervals for an average 

seismogenic depth and its standard deviation
• Number of earthquakes varies widely from one 

location to the next
• Most active regions where there have been 

recent earthquakes, San Jacinto fault, Elsinor
faultSan Bernardino mountains, Kern 
Canyon/White Wolf faults



Earthquake depth
• Overall 𝐷!" = 9.1 ± 4.6 km
• Anomalously deep regions in Imperial Valley, San 

Gorgonio Pass, Los Angeles Basin, Ventura Basin, 
San Joaquim Valley

• Deeper events at the 2019 Ridgecrest 
earthquakes’ location
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Temperature at the base of the seismogenic zone
• Overall 𝑇!" = 260 ± 140 °C
• Extremely hot region around the Salton Sea

• Hot regions offshore, San Joaquim Valley

• Most locations have seismicity limited by 200-
300°C but temperature somewhat higher in 
more active regions
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Correlation between 
activity and the 
seismogenic zone

• Seismicity persists to greater depth and higher temperature 
in more active regions
• More analyses need to rule out sampling issue: the deepest even may 

not recorded unless a sufficient number of earthquakes happen

• Basins with deep seismicity do not have highest 𝑇!"
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Conclusions
• Seismicity cutoff temperature is typically less than 

expected from laboratory experiments
• Issue of extrapolation from the lab to nature?
• What is the deformation rate outside of faults?

• Salton sea is too hot
• Limitations of the CTM, effect of thin crust, or 

involvement of partial melt?

• The seismogenic zone may be thicker in more active 
regions
• Favors BDT origin of the base of the seismogenic 

zone
• Need to rule out effect of limited sampling 

• What is going on in the southern San Joaquim Valley?
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